EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN | FABRICATION | PRODUCTION | TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS

Why Evolve
We are a purpose-built production
company forged by event marketers,
fabricators and operators. We believe
in the power experiential marketing
possesses in moving audiences to take
action. With that, we set out every day
to be the industry's most trusted and
forward thinking provider across the
spectrum of live events. Our award
winning work is executed with industryleading resources from our company’s
10-year history supporting world class
agencies and companies.

Evolve Advantages
Rooted in the experiential industry and grounded in
the trucking/transport industry, our internal team
and extended network allow us to execute with
confidence, anywhere in the world.
Our fabrication and event production discipline
works hand in hand with our tour logistics and
equipment planning team. Designing and building
purposeful environments, pairing them with the best
equipment, drivers and producers and placing
them in the right location is the formula to successful
execution.
In the volatile world of live events, our pre-event
contingency planning protocol, national
infrastructure and on-call readiness allows for rapid
and thoughtful response to the potential of issues
big and small.

Design + Build
Our in-house design team drives
concepting — environmental and
UX design — modeling — CAD
design — and build-ready
engineered drawings. Our
seasoned fabricators are skilled in
the specialized arena of custom
vehicles, containers, pods and
superstructures, expandable
trailers, pop-up footprints, exhibits
& displays, food trucks and more.
A recent acquisition at the end of
2019 expands of our fabrication
infrastructure, more than tripling our
output capabilities.

Design + Build

Event Production +
Specialized Staff
Our trained specialists in the art of
event production produce event
sites across the globe at music
festivals, stadiums, convention
centers, bars and restaurants, on
mountain tops, beaches, corporate
headquarters and college
campuses. Tell us what you need
done and where and we'll make it
happen.

Tour Logistics & Operations
Our deep bench of skilled drivers and
tour managers have transported and
managed our clients' assets covering
millions of miles under structured
management and compliance of all
USDOT implementation and reporting.
Our operations team can help design
and will manage routing schedules,
inclusive of site research, negotiations
and contracting as needed. We also
maintain and operate a purposeful
inventory of vehicles, trailers, pods and
event assets for our partners to
leverage. If we don't have it, we'll build
it or find the right solution.

Entertainment Production
With our recent merger with 262 Five,
we have over 85 combined years of
experience producing major branded
entertainment programs. Our team’s
knowledge, relationships and resources
allows us to put brands in the biggest
spotlight. Our backgrounds in artist
management, tour management and
stage production give us the tools
necessary to produce events of any
size, in extraordinary locations with an
endless array of talent.

Warehousing + Logistics
Over 130,000 sq ft between our
Wisconsin and Ohio facilities. Each
location houses a fabrication shop,
shipping and receiving bays,
designated spaces for indoor staging,
immersive production and operations
training, equipment resets, fulfillment
services and racking solutions for
program assets. We also manage a
network of storage and warehousing
facilities around the country.

Locations
Our two large fabrication and
warehousing facilities
reside in
Wisconsin (located between
Chicago and Milwaukee) and
outside of Cleveland, OH. We have
remote warehousing units
strategically located in core
activation markets that support high
volumes of client work and are in the
home bases of our remote field
production & operations staff.

CASE STUDY

Client: Chick-fil-A
Mobile Kitchens
Deliver more chicken
Evolve is a mobile kitchen operations and
fabrication partner of Chick-fil-A. Operating with
our drivers under Evolve’s DOT, we are on the
road over a combined 700 days a year with a mix
of 3-4 mobile kitchen units. Our most recent
custom design & build is a 53’ double
expandable kitchen trailer that was built in and
deployed from our Ohio facility and taken on its
maiden voyage to Hawaii to serve hot Chick-fil-A
menu items to service men and women on the
big island’s U.S. Naval base. This unit was
designed for the restaurant operations team to
function as a support asset for local operators at
major events, for disaster relief efforts and to
supplement operators in need such as closed
locations during the Covid-19 crisis.

CASE STUDY

Client: Engine Shop
Babe Wine Bus
Wine was never supposed to be this fun
Engine Shop called on us to design, build &
operate perhaps their most creatively
ambitious project to date: create a mobile
living experience fitting of the bold, colorful,
audacious and unconventional creator of
Babe Wine, The Fat Jewish. In 6 weeks, we
sourced, purchased, designed and completed a
total overhaul of a luxurious executive coach
into the ultimate play pen for The Fat Jewish
and his friends to party in at the Anheuser-Busch
national sales convention, Super Bowl soirees in
Miami and in the infield at The Daytona 500.

CASE STUDY

Client: Manifesto Agency
Intel Inside Out Tour
Delighting Intel employees where they work
Evolve was hired by Manifesto to oversee the
custom fabrication of three (3) 40’ shipping
container build-outs in U.S, Germany and
China. Our services included global
production partner sourcing, overseas on-site
build management services, event operations
and tour logistics across 12 countries including
U.S. & Mexico, Europe & Israel, China,
Vietnam, Malaysia and India. Evolve’s global
operations staff included drivers, technology
managers and tour managers. Over 30,000
Intel employees engaged in the experience
across 17 campuses.

CASE STUDY

Client: MKTG
American Eagle #AExME
The ultimate “Selfieland”
Immersing festival goers into the brightest
splashes of technicolor magic, American Eagle
personalized Insta moments by matching
people with their colored selfie play lands
that produced lines around the corner
during all festival hours.
Evolve fabricated the 4-container structure
with a walk-on roof DJ lounge. Our Production
Team built and operated the footprint at
Governor’s Ball and Lollapalooza in 2019 with
plans to hit the festival circuit again in 2020.

CASE STUDY

Client: Netflix
Netflix Live Screening Series
Reimagining movie screenings
We produced a series of six (6) on-location Netflix
movie screenings that matched blockbuster hits in
the places they were filmed with the actors that
brought them to life. From cornfields in Iowa for the
Field of Dreams to the waterfront in Baltimore for
Diner to downtown New Orleans for The Big Easy.
Performances by Kevin Bacon, Dennis Quad and
Kevin Costner flipped the typical red carpet
experience on its head by combining blockbuster
concerts & movie screenings into one event. Of the
6 events produced, the screening of the Wizard of
Oz in NYC’s Central Park takes the spotlight —
complete with a real hot air balloon landing
and performers by Jennifer Hudson, Questlove,
Julianne Hough, & Bilal.

CASE STUDY

Client: Engine Shop
Budweiser Country Club
The king of festival footprints
Evolve was hired to convert an old pod
superstructure into a statement piece for
America’s most iconic beer brand, including
the design & fabrication of a custom barn
facade, interior and exterior decking, wall
cladding and dozens of dimensional
backlit signs and decor elements. Evolve has
been the ongoing producer and
operator of this country festival superstructure
since 2016. This 3-semi operation is made up of
7-stand alone pod structures that combine
to make a 2-story 60’x60’ base structure with an
additional 800 sq ft of outdoor activity space.
We’ve converted this structure into a
Philadelphia city block for the Made In America
Festival and back to the barn again within
a 5-week span.

CASE STUDY

Clients:
School/Gradient/Geometry/WI
BeamSuntory Pop-Up Bars
Lifting spirits across the country
Evolve partners with BeamSuntory’s roster of
experiential agencies to design, fabricate and
operate custom branded serving bars and pop-up
environments to delight drinkers of all types across
an array of unique locations. Over the past 7 years,
we have fabricated over 35 custom serving bars,
produced over 400 events and executed in over 50
markets. From trendy on-premise accounts to
music festivals to hotels and convention centers to
Private Super Bowl VIP parties, our national network
of trained technical staff puts the full portfolio of
brands in the spotlight to break through the
cluttered spirits category.

CASE STUDY

Client: Engine Shop
Hilton Honors Concert Series
Transforming lobbies into intimate concert venues

Hilton’s experiential agency, Engine Shop,
called on us to transform premier Hilton property
lobbies into intimate, dynamic and captivating
environments to give Hilton Honors members a
truly one-of-a-kind experience no other Hilton
guest could have. Evolve fabricated dozens of
custom display and decor pieces from concert
stage backdrops made of reclaimed charred
wood to programmable LED walls to neon
photo backdrops to living champagne service
plant walls. Our team installed the bespoke
scenic at Hilton properties in Dallas, Las Vegas,
Chicago, Washington D.C., Houston, Nashville
and Los Angeles.

CASE STUDY

Client: Noun Agency

Gatorade Performance Academy
Making hoop dreams for high school hoopsters
Gatorade agency, Noun, hired Evolve to design,
fabricate and operate a custom pop-up
innovation lab in support of a multi-year nationwide
high school basketball camp series. We created a
blend of bespoke custom oversized displays for
Gatorade’s new Gx product line, in addition to
over 30 pieces of stretch fabric walls, display
pedestals, way finding signage, court-side banners
and table covers. Gatorade likes our custom
displays so much that in 2020, we have been hired
to produce versions of the original footprint at
several Nike Paul George (PG 4) shoe release
events in L.A. and Houston and at the NBA All-Star
Weekend in Chicago.

CASE STUDY

Client: CrossFit

The CrossFit Games & Regionals
Making gains in Madison & around the globe

Since 2017, CrossFit has hired us to design,
fabricate and produce signature booths,
exhibits and graphic installations for their
marquee CrossFit Games in Madison as well
as the CrossFit Regionals qualifying events in
Brazil, Germany, France and multiple cities in
the U.S. The inspiration behind our design
was a blend of elements and materials
endemic to the aesthetics and equipment
found in CrossFit boxes (gyms) around the
globe — raw, industrial and utilitarian. The
CrossFit Stuff pop-up store exceeded sales
goals and the number of new exhibit builds
has exceeded year over year.

